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YEAR  1

Familiarize yourself with the UPSC exam pattern and syllabus.
To know the detailed syllabus: https://youtu.be/5xb5X8lPGj4

Develop a strong foundation in the General Studies (GS) 
subjects such as History, Geography, Polity, Economy, 
and Science by referring to NCERTs and  standard textbooks.
To know the must read books for preparation:
https://youtu.be/wPw3MvrxuNc

Read newspapers daily to stay updated with current affairs.

Start building your writing and analytical skills through regular
essay writing and answer writing practice.

Join a coaching institute or online course for guidance
and additional resources.

Take part in mock tests and analyze your performance.

YEAR  2

Continue with your GS preparation and revise the topics 
covered in the previous year.

Start focusing on optional subjects based on your interest 
and strengths. Choose a subject that you find engaging and
have a good understanding of.

Enhance your knowledge of current affairs through 
newspapers, magazines, and online sources.

Practice answer writing regularly to improve your speed 
and presentation.

Engage in group discussions or join study groups to exchange
ideas and perspectives.

Continue taking mock tests and analyze your performance to
identify areas of improvement.

https://youtu.be/5xb5X8lPGj4


02

YEAR  3

Revise all the subjects thoroughly, paying attention to both 
GS and optional subjects.

Try to cover the syllabus for the Ethics well in advance so that 
one has enough examples to substantiate key terms mentioned
in the syllabus 

Develop a deeper understanding of the subjects and interlink
concepts.

Focus on current affairs by following newspapers, monthly 
magazines, and government reports.

Practice answer writing extensively, covering a wide range
of topics.

Take part in mock interviews and personality development 
programs to enhance your interview skills.

Stay motivated, maintain a positive mindset, and manage
your time effectively.

Remember, this study plan is just a guideline. Adapt it
according to your strengths, weaknesses, and available
resources. Consistency, perseverance, and self-discipline
are key to success in the UPSC Civil Services exam. 
Good luck with your preparation!




